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ABOUT THIS BRIEFING 

Food and farming produce over one third of global greenhouse gas emissions – yet have 
consistently been ignored in climate negotiations. Until now. 

COP27 in Egypt will begin to address food systems. However, the primary focus on 
carbon poses dangers of ignoring the root causes of agriculture’s climate impacts. 
COP27 is set to be flooded with disingenuous and greenwashed proposals that 
maintain agribusiness as usual, and ultimately increase our vulnerability to climate 
crises. 

Yet, done right, food systems can be a major part of the solution. Farming that is 
ecologically-sound, like agroecology, succeeds in both mitigating and adapting to climate 
change.

In anticipation of COP27, leading figures and writers on food systems held an online 
workshop to unpack the most crucial storylines around food, climate and COP27, shared 
solutions, and provided insights to cut through the greenwashing.  This summary outlines 
some of their main points and offers journalists follow-up story ideas.

Watch the Workshop online here - in English / Vea en Español / Regardez en Français

Workshop speakers:
Ricardo Salvador / Union of Concerned Scientists & IPES-Food
Lim Li Ching / Third World Network & IPES-Food
Thin Lei Win / Investigative Journalist at Lighthouse Reports
Shefali Sharma / Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy 
Edie Mukiibi / Ugandan farmer & Slow Food International

CONTACT
For commentary/interviews with speakers, or for additional sources reach out to:

Josh To, A Growing Culture / josh@agrowingculture.org
Robbie Blake, IPES-Food / robbie.blake@ipes-food.org   

Stay updated through A Growing Culture’s press lists here

Please share with us any stories you write, especially if informed by this guide. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNVgvvibgoQ
https://youtu.be/PI-2ITpMI2I
https://youtu.be/Fa-c69DZrcc
mailto:josh@agrowingculture.org
mailto:robbie.blake@ipes-food.org
https://www.agrowingculture.org/peasant-and-indigenous-press-forum/


HOW ARE FOOD SYSTEMS DRIVING THE CLIMATE CRISIS?  

“We need to be clear about which types of agriculture are contributing to climate change. It 
is industrial agriculture and its practices that are fossil fuel dependent, promote land-use 
change, and monoculture focused. Small-scale, traditional and biologically diverse forms of 
agriculture have comparatively minimal greenhouse gas emissions.” — Lim Li Ching

The facts 
○ Even if we were to stop all other emissions right now, our food systems emissions 

alone would soon push global warming beyond the 1.5°C Paris target (Science.org)
○ 1.5°C of global warming risks crop failure of some staple crops like maize in major 

food producing countries. While increased heatwaves, droughts and floods from 
climate change are already exposing millions of people to acute food insecurity 
(IPCC)

○ Industrial food systems are a primary driver of climate change. They contribute to 
more than 1/3rd of global anthropogenic GHG emissions, with food/livestock 
production, fertilizer use, deforestation, transport and food waste as the main drivers 
(Nature)

○ Synthetic fertilizers: production and use of synthetic Nitrogen fertilizer causes 
widespread harms

○ They require high energy inputs and large amounts of fossil fuels to make
○ They cause a cascade of harms to ecosystems (killing vital soil 

microorganisms, impacting animal/insect species, polluting waterways, 
toxicity to humans)

○ They drive most Nitrous Oxide emissions (a GHG 273 times more potent than 
CO2 over a 20 year timescale), over 50% of U.S. agricultural emissions are 
from Nitrous Oxide (USDA)

○ Drive 2.4% of total global emissions  (IATP/GRAIN/Greenpeace Report)
○ Methane: Large-scale conventional agriculture (primarily livestock and rice 

monocrops) drives 37% of all anthropogenic methane emissions (FAO)

The story 
● Will COP27 rein in the destructive practices of the industrial food system that cause 

one third of global greenhouse gas emissions? While the Summit, for the first time, 
includes a dedicated focus on food, it is set to make space for big agribusinesses to 
expand their operations and profits (e.g. the AIM4C initiative, see more below).

● Not all farming is created equal. Which parts of agriculture are driving the climate 
crisis? Industrial food systems (monocultures, industrial livestock, high-fertilizer and 
chemical use, processing, transportation, and food waste) is an enormous driver of 
climate change, while small-scale, agroecological farming and Indigenous systems 
comparatively have significantly less GHG emissions and can even work to sequester 
carbon in healthy ecosystems (Climatic Change). 

More resources on fertilizer: IATP/GRAIN/Greenpeace Report, INKOTA Report, CIEL 
Report on fertilizers and fossil fuels 3

https://vanguardrenewables.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Global-Food-System-Emissions-Science-Magazine-110620.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/2022/02/28/pr-wgii-ar6/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s43016-021-00225-9
https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/natural-resources-environment/climate-change/
https://www.iatp.org/new-research-chemical-fertilisers
https://www.fao.org/3/a0701e/a0701e.pdf
http://agroeco.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/ALTIERI-NICHOLLS-CLIMATIC-CHANGE.pdf
https://www.iatp.org/new-research-chemical-fertilisers
https://webshop.inkota.de/node/1691
https://www.ciel.org/news/fossils-fertilizers/
https://www.ciel.org/news/fossils-fertilizers/


THE ALTERNATIVE: HOW AGROECOLOGY CAN MITIGATE AND ADAPT TO 
CLIMATE CHANGE

“The current crises show we should be focusing on the one vision that is regenerative, and do 
away with the system that is destructive and exploitative. While the industrial crop and 
livestock production system focuses on taking away all forms of life from the planet, the 
agroecological approach to production aims at bringing back diversity and bringing back life 
to the planet.” - Edie Mukiibi

The facts

○ Agroecology is an ecologically, socially and economically sustainable approach to food 
and farming. It means farming with nature rather than against it: promoting diversity, 
resilience, social values, cultural practices, and low resource use.

○ This encompasses countless examples, unique to their local contexts: Agroforestry in 
the Amazon, Milpa systems, integrated rice-fish ponds… (IPES-Food)

○ The Benefits: agroecological systems have comparatively minimal GHG emissions 
and can sequester significant amounts of carbon (IDDRI). And at the same time they 
can “support biodiversity, rebuild soil fertility and sustain yields over time, while 
providing a basis for secure farm livelihoods” (IPES-Food)

○ Scientists agree, diverse agroecological food and farming supports food security, 
livelihoods and biodiversity - and helps to buffer temperature extremes and sequester 
carbon (IPCC) 

○ When increasingly extreme weather hits, whole farms of monocultures can be lost. 
Yet, diversified farms contain biodiversity, spread risk, and harbor resilience against 
extreme climatic conditions.

○ Agroecology is the most comprehensive path to food system sustainability, and has 
been clearly defined through inclusive governance processes. However, agroecology 
is “systematically sidelined” in global policy spaces like COP27 (Smoke & Mirrors, 
IPES-Food)

The story
● Africa’s largest civil society network representing 200 million small-scale producers 

calls for a shift to agroecology at COP27: “We demand that COP27 put agroecology 
at the centre of Africa’s climate adaptation, creating resilience for Africa’s small-scale 
farmers, fishers, pastoralists, indigenous communities and their food systems..” — 
Alliance for Food Sovereignty in Africa (AFSA)

● With increased droughts, heatwaves and storms already hitting food production and 
yields, and risking mass crop failures, resilience is key. Small-scale farmers are doing 
everything they can to adapt - but they need support and climate finance. Yet just 3% 
of public climate finance goes to food systems, and even less to small-scale 
producers. (Global Alliance for the Future of Food)
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https://youtu.be/MNVgvvibgoQ?t=2491
https://ipes-food.org/_img/upload/files/CS2_web.pdf
https://www.iddri.org/en/publications-and-events/study/agroecology-and-carbon-neutrality-europe-2050-what-are-issues
https://www.ipes-food.org/_img/upload/files/UniformityToDiversity_FULL.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/srccl/chapter/summary-for-policymakers/
http://www.ipes-food.org/pages/smokeandmirrors
http://www.ipes-food.org/pages/smokeandmirrors
https://afsafrica.org/communique-a-call-for-climate-adaptation-and-resilience-through-agroecology/
https://futureoffood.org/insights/untapped-opportunities-climate-financing-for-food-systems-transformation/


More resources on agroecology
○ The Nation Africa: Why African Groups Want Agroecology at Centre of COP 27
○ Civil Eats: As COP27 approaches, a push for more attention to food and agriculture
○ FAO: Potential of Agroecology to build Climate-Resilient Livelihoods and Food 

Systems
○ Raffaele D'Annolfo, et al: A review of social and economic performance of 

agroecology

WHAT SHOULD JOURNALISTS EXPECT FOR FOOD AT COP27?

“My worry is that these COPs are consistently just a round table for industry, for big ag and all 
those polluters to negotiate their right to pollute and negotiate new climate deals that risk the 
livelihoods of billions of people.” — Edie Mukiibi

The facts
○ The profits of big agribusinesses and fossil fuel companies and others are at stake.
○ For the first time, there will be multiple pavilions at COP centred around agriculture, 

indicating a new interest in climate and food systems. However, they are promoting 
very different visions for what food systems need.
○ The Food4Climate Pavilion focuses on “mechanisms to fundamentally 

transform food and farming systems to tackle climate, environmental and 
social challenges together.”

○ In contrast, the Home of Sustainable Agriculture of the Americas Pavilion, is 
sponsored by Bayer, Pepsico, CropLife International, Syngenta, and others, 
promoting “climate-smart” and “nature-based solutions.”

○ The Food Systems Pavilion, is co-hosted by YARA (a large synthetic fertilizer 
manufacturer), and focuses on “the $4.5 trillion annually in new economic 
opportunities by 2030” to tackle emissions.

○ On Aim4Climate (AIM4C): this U.S./UAE-led initiative partners with the world’s largest 
agribusinesses (meat giant JBS, an association of the world’s largest agrochemical 
companies - CropLife, etc.) and is set to expand agribusiness into unproven, 
technology-driven solutions (IATP). AIM4C has no clear plans to significantly slow or 
reduce activities such as industrial meat production and fertilizer/chemical use. 
AIM4C aims to raise $8 billion for “climate-smart agriculture” However, AIM4C ignores 
the existence of low-cost, low emission, sustainable farming practices.

○ The Egyptian presidency’s and FAO’s Food and Agriculture for Sustainable Transitions 
(FAST) Initiative represents new momentum around food systems, but is likely to be 
another umbrella for existing government initiatives, containing only vague objectives.  
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https://nation.africa/kenya/news/why-african-groups-want-agroecology-at-centre-of-cop27-climate-adaptation-talks-3969790
https://civileats.com/2022/10/26/field-report-cop27-sustainable-agriculture-climate-change-agroecology/
https://www.biovision.ch/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/ThePotentialofAgroecology_ClimateChange.pdf
https://www.biovision.ch/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/ThePotentialofAgroecology_ClimateChange.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14735903.2017.1398123
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14735903.2017.1398123
https://food4climatepavilion.com/
https://cop27.iica.int/en/
https://foodsystemspavilion.com/
https://www.iatp.org/documents/who-sets-science
https://www.fao.org/neareast/news/view/en/c/1507514/


The story
● A battle of two visions for our future of food is unfolding at COP27: Food systems are 

in the unique position to either significantly exacerbate, or significantly reduce, the 
ongoing climate crisis. However, COP27’s major agricultural initiatives are expected to 
either tinker at the edges of the existing system, or expand industrial agriculture by 
supporting patents and techno-fixes, while sidelining agroecology. 

● Greenwashing is pervasive at COP27: A growing number of green buzzwords are 
being used at COP to distract from food system transformation. ‘Nature-based 
solutions’ lacks an agreed definition and a transformative vision; ‘climate-smart 
agriculture’ lacks consensus and encompasses almost any practices that claim to 
reduce GHG emissions. None are addressing the larger consequences of industrial 
food systems. (see ‘Smoke & Mirrors’, GRAIN’s Greenwashing Glossary)

For more on corporate consolidation in agriculture: ETC Group Food Barons Report 

Quotes

“The bottom line is that you can come up with the most efficient lithium-ion battery or 
carbon capture and storage technology, but if we can’t resolve our broken food systems and 
their impacts to the environment, we are not going to survive.” - Thin Lei Win

“The real test is whether we’re creating a system change in agriculture’s climate footprint. 
Are governments going to be promoting a vision that tinkers around the edges, or one that is 
transformative, creating food systems that are resilient and restoring ecosystems?” - Shefali 
Sharma

“For the millions of farmers for whom climate change is already a clear and present danger, 
prioritizing adaptation and resilience is critical. We are facing multiple and interlinked crises - 
also food insecurity, declining health, biodiversity crisis. For these we need systemic and 
holistic solutions.” - Lim Li Ching
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http://www.ipes-food.org/pages/smokeandmirrors
https://grain.org/en/article/6877-an-agribusiness-greenwashing-glossary
https://etcgroup.org/content/food-barons-2022


WHAT’S REALLY WRONG WITH CARBON OFFSETS? 

“Beware of conversations that only focus on carbon. That only focus on what we are going 
to do to keep the system in place, and make it a ‘little less bad’. That rely on 
techno-saviorism or the same industries that created this problem, and capitalize on the 
technologies that they own or that supposedly capture that carbon. They have no incentive 
to stop the behavior that generates the problem.” — Ricardo Salvador 

The facts 
○ Carbon offsets do not incentivize or ensure that the companies/polluters who are 

responsible, actually stop the activities that are driving climate change in the first 
place. Rather, they create a dangerous narrative: that businesses can increase 
operations and emissions, as long as they “offset” them. 

○ The science is shaky: Tracking carbon at the molecular level or in the soil is still 
emerging. It’s unclear if singular actions (e.g. growing trees) means real, long-term 
storage. 

○ ‘Land-based’ offsets do not reduce emissions: they can even result in an overall 
increase in emissions. (Carbon Markets and Agriculture, IATP)

○ “Offset Impermanence”: It is impossible to ensure that carbon sequestered will not 
be later released. Even the Amazon’s forests have become carbon emitters, rather 
than carbon sinks. 

○ Carbon markets are inequitable: Carbon monitoring, reporting and verifying credits 
diverts resources away from local, farmer and Indigenous communities themselves.

a. See the exposé: “BP Paid Rural Mexicans a “Pittance” for Wall Street’s 
Favorite Climate Solution” (Bloomberg)

b. “In the Kenya Agricultural Carbon Project: carbon consultants get thousands 
of dollars to monitor, report and verify, while the Kenyan farmers got $15 a 
year for implementing all of these practices.” — Shefali Sharma

○ Carbon markets’ dirty secret: “Carbon market schemes are the basis of massive 
amounts of land grabs. We've seen with REDD+, where forests are being taken by 
carbon aggregators and certain projects, you have human rights violations.” — Shefali 
Sharma   

The story
● What’s wrong with carbon offsets? Given all these above factors, the math doesn’t 

add up. Carbon offsets, particularly how they are being implemented now, will simply 
not make-up for emissions. Fossil fuel companies and high polluting sectors are 
transferring the burden of their continued emissions onto the farmers, land and food 
systems. We need to reduce emissions now at source, while creating greater 
resilience in our food systems. 

● Small-scale, agroecological and Indigenous farmers are already practicing resilient 
and carbon sequestering agriculture. Are they set to lose out to large-scale high-tech 
‘carbon farming?’
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https://www.iatp.org/carbon-markets-and-agriculture
https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2022-carbon-offset-credits-mexico-forest-bp/


TAKE-HOME POINTS FOR JOURNALISTS COVERING COP27

Insights by Thin Lei Win, investigative journalist: 

1. Food is getting much attention at COP27. Announcements are expected to include 
partners/hosts that have a history of supporting agribusiness interests. Please give 
any announcement or proclamation they make the same scrutiny as you would 
climate announcements. Get them to go beyond the buzzwords. 

2. We need to cover food systems, climate change, biodiversity loss and to a certain 
extent, conflict, as one interconnected issue. This is a big challenge, but we need to 
try, because reporting in siloes (for example, focusing only on carbon) means we 
miss the bigger picture of other gases like methane and N2O that agriculture is 
responsible for, of power imbalances and false narratives, and of solutions on the 
ground. 

3. There is definitely a danger of the media repeating greenwashing and there’ll be a lot 
of it, particularly around technofixes. I’d ask you to read DeSmog’s series on AIM4C, 
a big initiative led by the U.S. and UAE promoting investments in high-tech farming 
innovations. Don’t accept silver bullets, techno-fixes or tinkering around the edges of 
an extractive industrial agriculture model, which is what a lot of the governments and 
corporate sectors are suggesting.

4. Keep a lookout for initiatives around synthetic fertilizers, climate finance and 
repurposing harmful subsidies at COP27. Many are concerned that if the availability 
issue of fertilizers isn’t resolved before the year is out, it will negatively affect 
harvests. But farmers and policymakers I’ve spoken to, particularly in Africa, say they 
weren’t using fertilizers before because of cost, different types of seeds or soil, 
and/or they are already switching to organic. So the impacts aren’t universal.   

5. Look beyond carbon. Look at other gases but also look at water, look at 
sustainability, look at economic livelihoods. Look holistically. 

6. The media (particularly in developed countries) has engaged in too much of 
“both-siderism” when it comes to climate change in the past. Let’s not make the 
same mistake again when it comes to transforming food systems. 

7. Tell stories and tap into the moment. Journalists have a fantastic opportunity to really 
help people understand the bigger picture around food systems and climate change. 
Dig into what’s really going on on the ground. Because of the global cost of living 
crisis, people are interested and listening. 
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https://www.desmog.com/aim4c/
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/14/19/12083/htm


TAKEAWAY TOOLKIT: GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR EVALUATING 
PROPOSED SOLUTIONS, AND CUTTING THROUGH GREENWASHING.

As we cover climate solutions, we often focus on the question:

○ Does the proposed solution substantially reduce emissions from food systems 
long-term?

To go ‘beyond carbon’, ask these four questions to uncover if proposed solutions 
address the root of unsustainable food systems:

○ Is the solution designed with the communities themselves?
○ Does it lead to diversification (on the farm, of foods, in landscapes, of diets)?
○ Does it promote producer and community autonomy, equity and livelihoods?
○ Does it help food systems adapt to extreme and unpredictable droughts, storms, 

heatwaves and floods? 

*The solutions that effectively answer these questions will ultimately result in both the 
reduction of emissions (mitigation) and increased resilience (adaptation). 

###
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